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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper was to describe a language arts cur­
riculum for learning disabled students at the secondary level. 
Initial efforts in learning disabilities were directed toward 
the three-to-four-year-old child and eventually the elementary school 
age child. Many of these children have progressed to high school 
with their learning problems still present, only to be compounded with 
the normal turmoil of adolescence. Frequently, learning disabled adol­
escents possess very negative feelings about school, learning. and 
themselves. Without the services of a learning disability program, 
the learning disabled adolescent is required to earn the high school 
diploma in the mainstream of the normal learner. High school teachers 
are likely to be more "content" than ISchild t1 -oriented, and may not 
see the need to adjust curricula for the student with special learning 
1
needs. 
Regular classroom teaching assumes that children have intact 
functioning in all processes required to master school content. While 
the learning disabled" ..... can profit from regular classroom 
ins~ruction that does not require reliance upon disabilities • • " 
in most subject matter content, learning disabled students must be 
2given compensatory teaching adapted to their dlsabilities. 
., 
'Janet W. Lerner, Children With Learning Disabilities, Second edition, 
(Boston: Houghto~ Mifflin Co. 1976) pp. 2-40. 
? ~·E5ther H. Minskoff, Ph. D., and Gerald J. Hinskoff, Ed. D. itA Unified 
Program of Remedial and Compensatory Teaching for Children with 
Process Learning Disabilities", Jaurnal of Learning Disabilities 9 
(Apr ill ~1'76) : 21 5-2.22. 
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Thus the prima.ry task of the secondary learning disabilities 
teacher is to modify the secondary curriculum and teaching procedures 
to meet the varied needs of the learning disabled adolescent. 
The scope of this task becomes evident with the realization that the 
scarcity of educational materials for use with the secondary learning 
disabled student is excelled only by the lack of literature and re­
search in this specific area of learning disabilities. 
"Selecting appropriate educational materials for the learning 
disabled adolescent requires a great deal of time and ex­
pertise.,,3 
Materials must be evaluated for appropriateness and relevancy before 
integration into the program. 
Of utmost importance in compiling materials for learning dis~bled 
adolescents are the factors of readability and language of the material. 
Readability refers to the actual grade level achievement required for 
identification of the words in addition to the comprehension of the 
text. Caution must be taken in accepting the publisher t s reading level 
range for reading materials. Tney are not consistently accurate and do 
not take into account the interest and experiential background of the 
adolescent. A sixteen-year-old boy may find it virtually impossible 
to read a 4.0 grade level U.S. history text. but will relate the essence 
of a Motor Trend magazine article with the expertise of a licensed 
3J • lee Wiederholt, Ed •. 0., and McNutt. Gaye. "Evaluating Materials 
for Handicapped Adolescents'·. Journal of Learning Disabilities 10 
(~1arch 1977): pp, 132-140. 
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mechanic, Simplistically, a learning disabled adolescent will exhibit 
more interest and be more successful with materials which relate his 
"world" to that represented in the material," 
language considerations focus on the vocabulary and complexity 
of the sentences used in the material and must also take into account 
the experiential oacRground of the students as well as the level of their 
conceptual and cognitive development~ The language may be composed of 
vocabulary and sentences that are either too complex or too simple 
for a particular group of students, A reading program which utilizes 
"street language" may be totally incomprehensible to a student who has 
not had exposure to that language form, or does not use it in every­
day life. S 
The secondary learning disability specialist must carefully con­
sider the prerequisites necessary for use of the materlal .. The mode or 
channel used in the presentation of the material must be analyzed as 
well as the mode required for an appropriate response~ As in the con­
tent area of s-ci-ence, for example, the learning disabil ity special ist 
must consider not only the perceptual processes involved, but also the 
reading, \~riting, and math t'product ll skills required for task completion~ 
When several members of a class fail to satisfactorily complete an 
exercise such as matching incomplete sentences. sequencing facts, or 
completing multiple choice items, the process product skills may be at 
- 4 .,
lbt::!. 
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fault, rather than an actual lac~ of knowledge in the content area. 
Where the selection and preparation of materials for use with the 
learning disabled adolescent requires knowledge, patience, and creativ­
ity, their use requires sensitive attention and accommodation to the 
individual student's abilities and weaknesses, 
In conclusion, a shift in emphasis is seen in learning dis­
abilities at the secondary level from remediation of deficits to 
compensation for deficits, and to the learning of "survival skills" 
which will enable the student to be successful in adult life, To 
facilitate learning of such skills, the student must become aware of 
those problems which he still has and which will, in all likelihood, 
be with him throughout his life. The student must be taught to 
accept these difficulties without feelings of failure and worthlessness, 
The secondary level learning disabled student must be taught means of 
circumventing these difficulties, The productive focus for secondary 
learning disabilities programs is on finding alternative means for 
information gathering in areas where self-ability is not adequate. 
The learning disabled adolescent must be able to experience a great 
deal of success and accomplishment in academic matters and also in the 
social aspects of dealing effectively and self-s~fficiently with the 
~rld beyond the confines and security of the special learning program. 6 
~rbara J. Gierhahn, interview held at Franklin High School, 
Franklin) Wisconsin, April 1977. 
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To summarize, the purpose of this paper was to describe a language 
arts curriculum for learning disabled adolescents, Guidelines for unit 
objectives were taken from established high school curriculum require­
ments with teaching metnods and materials chosen to accommodate the 
varied needs of tne learning disabled adolescent. 
In addition to unit guidelines, suggested materials and activities, 
a review of the literature was conducted, and the productive and 
effective considerations were discussed, A complete short story unit 
was included in the appendix wit" detailed lesson plans, suggested 
materials, activities, and evaluation procedures, 
ff 4 REVfEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The slow development of programs for the learning. disabled at 
the secondary level was seen to be paralleled by the lack of literature 
and research in this particular subject area. A complete void was 
noted in existing curriculum guides for teaching the learning disabled 
adolescent in information provided by an ERIC search in the subject 
area. The ERIC search and relevant periodicals failed to indicate 
the existence of research completed in the subject area of this paper. 
Consultations of the Readerts Guide to Periodical Literature and 
the Educational Index listed very few articles concerned with the 
learning disabled adolescent and the development of curriculum at the 
secondary level. It was a concensus of opinion, however, in all articles 
read that there is an escalating need for research and development 
concerned specifically with the learning disabled student at the secon­
dary level. 
Goldstein verbalized this need in calling for organization at the 
classroom level. He feels the "essence of special education curriculum 
should be in stating objectives in terms of attaining goals as they 
relate to all students", since society does not tend to be pluralistic, 
possessing one set of standards for Itordinarylf and handicapped people, 
He stated the 1i ttl e-argued point that "special education needs to be 
relevant to the maturational needs of the handicapped" in developing 
the concepts of critical thinking, problem-solving, and the ability to 
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act independently. In concluding Goldstein stated that he felt these 
" ,~underlying concepts of social adaptation appear "implicitll in general 
,'. 
education, but need to be "explicit" in special education.] 
Aaron described a language arts program designed for use with 
emotionally disturbed adolescents. The program was organized on the 
principles of the individualized approach to teaching reading. with 
students selecting a topic for study and reporting bi-weekly to the 
8instructor for direction and guidance. It would seem that the success 
of thi"s type of language arts program would depend on the existence 
of expertise in the areas of reading and the development of independent 
study skills, which are all frequent problem areas for the learning 
disabled adolescent. Therefore, a program of this type would only be 
suitable for the more advanced learning disabled student possessing 
the necessary skills and self-direction. 
Wiederholt and McNutt address the problem of selection of suit­
able materials for use specifically with the secondary level learning 
disabled student, They detailed guidelines to assist teachers in 
evaluating materials and implementing them into the special education 
program at the secondary level. 9 
7H• Goldstein, "Curriculu'm Design for Handicapped Students",
 
High School Journal 59 (April 1976): pp. 290-301.
 
8R.	 L. Aaron. "Language Arts for Erl1otionally Disturbed Adolescents",
 
Journal of Reading 19 (December 1976): pp. 208-213.
 
9Wiederholt and McNutt, tlEvaluating Materials for Handicapped Adoles­

cents", Journal of learning Di~abil ities 10, PP. 132-140.
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Behrmann lists twenty suggestions for work~ng effectively with 
the learning disabled adolescent. While focusing on rather basic 
social and academic issues', her remarks are relevant and do have merit 
for all working with this age group_ Her suggestions may be appli­
· .. 11 1 .. 10ca bl e f or In-serVice as we as parent counse Ing. 
In summary, the scarcity of research and literature in the 
specific area of secondary level learning disabilities must again be 
noted, Many educators and authors are addressing the area of the 
learning disabled; ho~ever, very f.ew are concer.n.ed specifically with 
differentiation of educational levels. One can find literature 
dealing with the general concerns of the secondary level learning 
disabilities teacher; however, there is a very notlceable void in the 
area of curriculum and program development. Certainly, one cannot 
deny the ever-continuing need to explore the "why" of learning dis­
abilities, h.owever, the tlhow" of program implementation for adoles'­
cent learning disabled students is a deficit area demanding attention. 
10Polly Behrmann) liThe Four Rt s : Reading, lRiting, :tRithmetic, and 
tRespect,JI Journal of Learning Disabilities 8 (November 1975): 
pp. 555-557 .. 
METHODOLOGY 
The utmost consideration in the modification of curriculum for 
learning disabled students is the level of cognitive development. 
This is the over-riding factor in the selection, preparation, pres­
entation, and evaluation of all materials. The cognitive development 
in students is never fixed and will vary from student to student and 
class to class. The learning disability specialist must continually 
assess the level of cognitive functioning as the determi~ant of the 
value of materials. Since success is essential, materials must not 
present a concept beyond the cognitive "grasp" of the class members, 
nor a concept which might be considered juvenile by the adolescent. 
Informal" assessment tools may provide some indication as to the level 
of development present in a particular class; however t day-to~day 
observation and evaluation may prove to be more reliable keys to the 
level of functioning. 
Values Clarification 
The purpose for teaching the values clarification unit is to 
establish rapport, to become acquainted with the students, and af­
ford the students the opportunity to become acquainted with the 
teacher and with each other, The instructor should be concerned with 
the establishment of a positive attitude toward the learning situation 
and social interaction. Values clarification is meant to aid the 
" , 
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student in becoming more comf~table with himself, his attitudes and 
opinions, and in inter-changing them with others. This, in turn, af­
fords the observant teacher the opportunity to determine peer relation­
ships and social structure within the classroom. Values clarification 
is meant to be an introductory unit, taught for a minimum of one 
week~ Many activities lend themselves to a year-end re-examination of 
attitudes and the individual teacher may wish to use the unit further 
in assessing growth and change in the students at the conclusion. of 
th~ school year. 
Unit	 Objectives: 
Students will: 
1&	 exchange ideas and opinions with the instructor, to 
familiarize each with the other, in an interview 
situation; 
2.	 utilize priority ranking in the decision-making process; 
3.	 be expected to choose between alternatives and depend 
on their choices; 
4_	 examine personal interests, attitudes, anxieties, and 
goals in school~related activities; and 
5.	 participate in a year-end re-examination of personal 
values, attitudes, and opinions in assessing growth 
and change. 
11 
Suggested Materials and Activities: 
The following are two excellent source books for use in teaching 
this unit. Each includes a great many planned activities as well as 
bibliographies of additional information and materials. 
Howe, Leland W., and Howe, Mary Martha, Personalizing Education: 
Values Clarification ~nd Beyond. New York: Hart Publishing Company, 
Inc., 1975. 
Simon, Sidney B., Howe, Leland W., and Kirschenbaum, Howard. 
Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers 
and Students. New York: Hart Publishing, 1~76. 
It is suggested that the interview be the first activity, with 
each student interviewed by the instructor and then having the oppor­
tunity to select three questions to address to the instructor. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR STUDENT--TEACHER INTERVIEW: 
If you weren't in school today, what would you be doing1 
Do you ever take walks? Where do you g01 
Describe your family. 
What did you do last night? 
Where is your favorite place to be? What do you like best 
about it? What makes it your favorite place? 
What is the dumbest present you ever received? The best? 
Do you watch T.V.? How many hours a day? What are your 
favorite shows?
 
Have you seen any really great movies lately? What made them
 
great?
 
. ...~ 
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Do you ever cook? Do you have a favorite food? 
Of a 1'1 the peop 1e you know who have he1ped you, 
you the most? How did he/she go about it? 
who has he1ped 
If you could choose parents, who would they be? 
When you 
talk to? 
have a problem, how do you handle it? Who do you 
What popular 50ng(s) describes you? 
If you could be an animal, plant, or inanimate object, what 
would you be? 
How would you spend $1,0001 
-
What kind of car would you like to buy? How would you finance 
upkeep? (gas, insurance, maintenance) 
What three things are you really good at? What three things 
would you like to be good at? 
What is your most prized possession? 
Are you a teaser? Or. a "teasee"? 
If you were a teacher, how would you teach your class? 
What are you saving money for? 
What is one thing you would like to learn before you are 21? 
If you could have a two-week, all expense-paid vacation any­
where, where would you go? Whom would you take with you? 
Do you have any ideas about what you would like to do when you 
are an adult? 
To occupy the remainder of the students during the interview 
activity, supply materials for each student to create a collage or 
coat-of-arms depicting himself and his life style. Allow students 
to contribute magazine pictures, snapshots, or original artwork to 
complete their representations. 
~ ''''" .' . 
~ '!I-- " 
" ... ., ~ 
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These activities are meant to t'break the ice" in the classroom, as 
well as give the instructor a means of assessing self-concept. Additional 
activities, as those in priority ranking, should present clues as to how 
the students make decisions, and whether they are influential in the 
classroom, or are easily influenced by peer behavior. 
Thus the instructor uses the values clarification unit to stress the 
importance of each individual student and his/her contribution in the 
classroom. but at the same time, must use this time to closely observe and 
evaluate the students with whom she will be working for the remainder 
of the school year, individually and as a unit. 
Communicatlon 
While the format of the communications unit may sequentially follow 
the values clarification unit, the individual teacher must carefully 
consider the rapport and level of openness in the classroom before 
initiating this unit. It is essential that the students are willing to 
participate, and feel comfortable in doing so. Thus the individual 
teacher must determine the placement of this unit in the sequence of 
the language arts program. 
The teacher must- pay particular attention to the level of cog­
nitive development in the individual student during the course of this 
unit. 
14
 
Unit	 Objectives: 
Students will: 
1.	 become aware of the modes of communication; 
2.	 recognize their role in effective communication in 
one-to-one and in group situations; 
3.	 explore dance and music as forms of communication from 
historical aspects and in modern cultures; 
4.	 demonstrate effective and non-effective cOfnmunication 
in various role playing situations; 
5.	 evaluate the contribution of personal appearance and 
dress in communication; 
6.	 demonstrate and translate body language; 
7.	 verbalize and translate forms of non-standard English; 
8.	 examine the role of media in social communication; 
9.	 interpret pictorial representations of language; and 
10.	 review word order, sentence structure, punctuation, etc., 
to expand understanding of written communication. 
Sugges·ted,,Mater ra 1s ,anfr" Act-i y iti es ; 
Scholastic Book Services Co~tact Program contains a communications 
unit designed specifically for secondary level students with a reading 
level range of fourth (4th) to sixth (6th) grade, The teacher is care­
fully guided through a variety of activities involving the student in 
modes of communication. 
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The Language In Your Life series published by Harper and Row is 
meant to be a high interest supplement to secondary level language 
arts programs. Lessons are presented consistently in an inductive 
style to lead the student in forming generalizations. This series 
focuses more on written communication. 
Dictionary Skills and Usage 
Study of the dictionary should be viewed as a means to study the 
English language, not simply "words". Activities should begin with 
practice in alphabetizing and progress through a variety of activities 
using this valuable reference tool, 
Unit	 Objectives: 
Students will: 
1.	 gain expertise in alphabetizing; 
2.	 use guide words to locating dictionary -entries; 
3.	 determine the part of speech of specific dictionary 
entries; 
4.	 transcribe abbreviations using the dictionary; 
5.	 locate and define various compound entries; 
6.	 locate and define various idioms, informal, and slang 
entries; 
7.	 use the dictionary to complete exercises with geo­
graphical and biographical entries; 
16
 
8,	 create new meanings from existing words with the use of 
prefixes and suffixes; 
9.	 distinguish the meanings of homographs; and 
10.	 analyze word meanings through etymologies. 
Suggested Materials and Activities: 
An excellent tool for teaching this unit is the Macmillan School 
Dictionary and accompanying teacher's manual and practice book 
featuring teaching techniques, activities, supplementary concepts, and 
evaluations. 
The teacherts manual features teaching techniques, activities, 
supplementary concepts and evaluations, The Practice Book presents 
additional activities in a workbook format for use by the students. 
The language in these materials is clear and concise; the presentation 
relevant to this age group. It is certainly advantageous to teach the 
extensive use of the dictionary with coordinated texts) activities, 
supplementary materials, and evaluation with the text readily available 
throughout the year for continued use. 
Since dictionary usage is a commonly taught unit, there are many 
additional materials available; however, the coordination of the 
Macmillan materials presents an interesting relevant format for teacning 
dictionary usage to learning disabled adolescents. 
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Library and Reference Skills 
The content of this unit sequentially follows the teaching of the 
dictionary unit. It provides an opportunity for the students to become 
acquainted with an important area of the school outside the learning 
dfsability classroom and reversely, affords personnel outside the 
special education department the opportunity to provide services to the 
special students. ft may be wise to meet with the library personnel 
and involve them in planning the unit before the introduction of the 
students. 
Unit Objective.s: 
Students will: 
1, become acquainted with the physical organization of the 
school 1ibrary; 
2.	 demonstrate understanding of the classification systems 
used by libraries; 
3.. itemize information found in card catalogs; 
4.	 given a call number, locate specific books in the library 
and cite author and title of books; 
5.	 use the subject index to locate information in a specific 
subject area; 
6.	 differentiate between fiction and non-fiction materials in 
the library; 
7.	 become acquainted with reference materials available in the 
5 c hoo 1 1 i bra ry ~ 
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8, use the Readerls Guide to categorize and compile information 
found in periodicals; 
9.	 gain expertise and demonstrate usage of the encyclopedias, 
thesaurus, atlas, almanac as reference tools; and 
10.	 be able to determine which reference tool to use in locating 
specific information. 
Materials and Activities: 
The "Be Informed Leaf1etstl published by the New Readers Press are an 
excellent and inexpensive tool in the teaching of this unit as well as 
tne use of the dictionary and the newspaper. A catalog for the units may 
be obtained by written request to: 
New Readers Press 
Division of Lauback Literary International 
Box 131 
Syracuse, New York 13210 
ft is suggested that a unit-end project might replace a final exam 
in testing knowledge and expertise in using the library. Each student 
would select a topic and research that topic in the library for several 
days. Requirements might include the use of the Readerts Guide, the 
card catalog, a minimum of one reference tool, the Thesaurus, and the 
Atla~ where applicable. 
Reading difficulties are the most prevalent deficit area in the 
learning disabled. Therefore, it is best to approach the newspaper as 
a carefully organized source of current information, Language usage 
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and grammar study might incorporate the study of the paragraph at 
this time, 
Unit Objectives: 
Students will: 
1~ become familiar with information provided by the 
newspaper; 
2.	 analyze the differences of objective and subjective 
reporting; 
3. distinguish fact from opinion;
 
4, plot the location of news events on a world map;
 
5.	 recognize names and positions of frequent ttnews-makersu; 
6. interpret political cartoons;
 
7, track and summarize events of a current news story;
 
8.	 interpret and sequence comic strips;
 
9.	 follow the progress of a prominent sports figure or 
team; and 
10.	 editorialize on a current issue, orally or in written form, 
individually or in a small group situation, 
Materials and Activities: 
The public library, school library, and local newspaper are usually 
helpful in supplying a variety of newspapers for use in a ·study situation. 
Several large community newspapers develop resource booklets for specific 
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use in a unit of study. The Associated Press has also developed a 
resource book for the study of th~ newspaper. 
The oDJectives presented are rather explicit in developing specific 
activities for study of the newspaper. Several activities lend them­
selves to bulletin boards or scrap book collections. The opportunity 
is also present for the more expressive student to act as a "reporter" .. 
A classroom "edition" is a possible project to extend this unit of 
study, 
Short Story 
The Appendix contains the objectives, lesson plans, and materials 
compiled for the teaching of this unit, 
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
It has been noted that special attention must be given to the 
level of cognitive development of the learning disabled student prior 
to the presentation of new material, and in the evaluation of academic 
performance. Further attention on the part of the learning disability 
instructor is required in the effective and productive domains to 
insure success in the learning situation for the student~ 
The product areas of reading, spelling and handwriting are not 
taught in isolation, but are intricately involved in the content of 
the learning disability curriculum. Vocabulary development, fact-
finding, and comprehension skills are practiced on a continuous basis 
during the course of daily instruction in all academic areas, 
The learning disability instructor must be mindful of the level 
of skill development in these product areas for the individual student 
for the effective materials preparation, presentation ~nd evaluation, 
fnformal diagnosis and close observation provide the keys to the 
individual assessment of basic skill development and guide the in­
structor in material selection for the integration of the productive 
domain into the core curriculum. 
Effectively, the learning disability instructor at the secondary 
level is concerned with the individual behavioral and emotional 
reaction and interaction in the educational environment. Assessment 
of the individual personality and the manifestation of the personality's 
particular patterns in the learning situation is a necessary and 
valuable tool for the secondary learning disability specialist~ 
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The effective overlay in the learning process encompasses the 
individual levels of motivation and frustration, peer relationships 
and classroom status, reaction to success and the means of coping 
with failure~ The learning disability instructor must be alert to 
these effective considerations to effectively program for the suc­
cess of the student, not only in the academic setting, but also in 
the social aspects of dealing with self-sufficiency beyond the 
learning center, 
The units outlined in the Methodology of this paper are mere 
skeletons. It is intended that the individual teacher expand and 
adapt the units to meet and serve the needs of his/her students, 
The objectives presented here are meant to meet curriculum require­
ments at the ninth-grade level, The materials suggested are ap­
propriate for and easily adapted to the varied needs of the learning 
di·sabled high school freshman. 
The short story unit has been included in its entirety in the 
Appendix of this paper as an illustration of the possibilities for 
expansion and adaptation of age-appropriate concepts and materials. 
The unit was specifically designed for use with a class of eleven 
boys at the ninth-grade level in a self-contained learning dis­
ability program. The unit was taught over a period of four weeks~ 
The reading comprehension levels varied in the class from 3.8 to 
a 5.2. This oveial1 comprehension deficit was the primary consid­
.... "'; .... ,,:- .. 
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eration in lesson planning and presentation. To insure under­
standing of the concepts in the short story, all reading was 
completed orally by the instructor, the more capable students, or 
tape recordings. The overall purpose in teaching the unit was 
to bring to the students a basic understanding of the short story 
as a literary form. Reading comprehension, as well as product 
skills in handwriting and spelling, were intricately involved in 
the teaching of the unit, but not explicit objectives. 
In conclusion, cognitive development and effective overlay 
will influence the performance of all students in all academic 
areas. Consideration for these domains of learning are not usually 
included in curriculum planning. Nonetheless, they are idio­
syncratic factors which should be considered in a teacherls ap­
proach to each student', The success in teaching the material out­
lined in this paper is directly dependent upon the adaptation of 
curricular material to further the cognitive, productive, and ef­
fective growth of the individual learning disabled adolescent. The 
special education program at the secondary level must inter-relate 
three domains: cognitive, productive, and effective in a compre­
hensive effort to circumvent the deficit areas, in providing 
instruct!on in compensatory "survival" skills. The approach is a 
means to independent, productive self-sufficiency in the mainstream 
of the educational situation as well as in society. 
~"r .' •• 
> ..".. ." 
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V.. APPENDIX
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OBJECTIVES - Short Story Unit 
Students will: 
1.	 gain understanding of the characteristics of the short
 
story;
 
2.	 understand the differences between fiction and non-fiction; 
3.	 demonstrate knowledge of the six elements of fiction,
 
locating them in various short stories;
 
4.	 gain knowledge of the three types of conflict, and demon­
strate this understanding by defining the conflict involved 
in a variety of short stories; 
5.	 identify the personality traits of a main character in a 
short story; 
6.	 be able to diagram the plot in a given short story; 
7.	 be able to analyze the techniques used by the author to
 
acquaint the reader with the main characters of a short
 
story;
 
8.	 be able to formulate and support a predictable ending for 
a short story; 
9.	 be able to isolate the main idea in a given passage; 
10.	 gain appreciation for the sensory appeal of a given sen­
tence, phrase, or passage. 
··r.'·· 
y" 
CONTENT AREA: Language ,
-----.-.;;::....-._---­
UNIT: Short Story - 1 
I • OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will be introduced to the short story as developed by 
Poe. 
Students will define the six elements of fiction and the climax 
as they apply to "The Cask of Amontillado", following the reading 
of the story. Worksheet will be completed as class with 100 
percent accuracy. 
I I • MATERIALS NEEDED 
liThe Cask of Amonti 1lado" (pages 25-31, Insights Into literature). 
Printed worksheet, chalk--talk notes. 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
lecture and chalk--talk to introduce short story, six elements of 
fiction, climax, and vocabulary. 
Set scene for reading of story (see note under vocabulary), 
Story is read by instructor or recording. 
Disct~ssion to follow reading to complete worksheet. 
IV• EVALlJATION PROCEDlJRE 
Participation in discussion following reading and completion of 
worksheet with 100 percent accuracy_ 
v. VQrABULARY OP~ TERt\IS PRESfl\JTED IN TIIE LESSON 
fiction theme setting 
climax plot mood 
character conflict 
NOTE: Discretion of individual teacher urged in discussion of 
story vocabulary. 
NOTES: Introduction to the Short Story. 
Developed by Edgar Allan Poe 
1. Short enough to be read in one sitting; 
2. has one central theme or focus. 
Fiction - story derived mainly from the author's 
imagination. 
Non-Fiction - based on fact. 
Elements of fiction: 
1. Character -	 people, animals, natural forces. 
2. Setting -	 time and place. 
3. Plot -	 action of story. 
4. Theme -	 purpose for writing the story. 
5. Mood -	 atmosphere. 
6.	 Conflict - man V5. man 
man vs. himself 
man V5. environment. 
C1 imax: When the outcome of the main conflict is finally 
revealed. The ending is enevitable, but it is not 
necessarily the end of the conflict. 
"THE CASK OF AMONTI LlADOl1 
1. List the six elements of fiction as they apply to this short story. 
2. Where is the climax in the story? 
3. What details in the story contribute to a sense of horror? 
_______0:.- _CONTb~ AREA: Language I 
UNIT: Short Story - 2 
I.	 OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals)
 
Students will review the six elements of fiction.
 
S~udents will listen to the reading of liThe Adventures of the 
Norwood Builder". 
Students will diagram the plot of the story as a class in dis­
cussion with the instructor. 
Students will complete the worksheet with 80 percent accuracy.
 
I I • MATERIALS NEEDED
 
liThe Adventures of the Norwood Builder" by Sir A.rthur Conan 
Doyle. Values l..!'!. litera.ture, pages 235-251. 
Chart or bulletin board of plot diagram 
Worksheet 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
1.	 Review six elements of fiction, to be cited during reading of 
story. 
2.	 Introduce plot diagram. to be completed during reading& 
3.	 Instructor reads story orally, aided by students when possible~ 
4.	 Questions of worksheet are read orally for students to cornplete lt 
IV. EVALUATION PROCEDlJRE 
Evaluation based 011 completion of worksheet and participation in 
discussion. 
v. .\rC)CABUlARY OR T.ETh"lS PRES~11'ED IN lIfE IJ::SSON 
See	 identification on worksheet_ 
PLOT DIAGRAM 
E 
o 
A c_l B 
A ----7 B - exposition: presents the Itfacts" of the 
story (character, setting, mood, etc.) 
C - initial incident: the confl iet begins the 
action (plot) of the story_ 
o - rising action: the plot, the time during 
which the conflict is being resolved. 
E - climax: the highest point of action, the 
conflict is about to be resolved (amost know 
who or what wins). 
F - falling action (denouncement): the tying 
together of the "loose ends", moves quickly 
after the climax. 
G - conclusion. 
~ ,~ 
.. 
THE ADVENTURES OF THE NORWOOD BUILDER 
Identify: 
Baker Street ­
Sherlock Holmes -
Dr. Watson ­
Professor Moriarity ­
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle ­
McFarlane ­
Jonas Oldacre 
Norwood -
Lestrade .­
Deep Dene House ­
Mr. Cornelius ­
Scotland Yard ­
THE ADVENTURES OF THE NORWOOD BUILDER 
1.	 Who tells the story?
 
What is his occupation?
 
2.	 What is the case Holmes is asked to solve? 
3.	 What evidence did the pol ice have against McFa"rlane? 
4.	 Why had McFarlane gone to visit Oldacre? 
5.	 What are the ffrst clues that make Holmes believe McFarlane's story? 
6.	 How does Holmes' personality change once he is sure McFarlane is
 
innocent?
 
7.	 What does Holmes do to "flush" out the real culprit? 
8.	 What happened to Oldacre7
 
Why?
 
9.	 How can you tell the the story takes place in the past? 
10"	 When did you figure out "who-done-·it"? 
CONTENT AREA: Language I 
-~------------
UNIT:	 Short Story - 3 
Quiz #1 
I. OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students exhibit knowledge of the six elements of fiction, the 
meaning of "climax" and the plot diagram with 80 percent accuracy_ 
I I • rvfATERli\LS NEEDED 
Quiz 
I I I _ PROCEDURES 
1. Students will review quiz material with instructor. 
2. Students will complete quiz with instructor reading ques­
tions when necessary. 
IV. EVALUA~rION PROCEDURE 
80 percent accuracy on completion of quit questions. 
·v . VOC.ABlJli\RY OR TEPlvlS PRESENTED IN TI-IE LESSON 
A word list may be provided for students to 
the quiz. 
use in completing 
QUIZ I
 
list the 6 elements of fiction: 
1• 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Which element presents time and place? 
8. Which element presents the atmosphere of the story? 
List the three kinds of conflict: 
9. 
10.
 
11 •
 
12. Which part of the plot diagram presents the highest point of 
action? 
13. Which part of the plot diagram begins the action of the story? 
14. Which part of the plot diagram presents the facts of the story? 
15. Draw a plot diagram and label its parts. 
CONTENT AREA: Language I 
-~~------
UNIT: Short Story - If 
I • OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Given selected paragraphs, students will determine the type of 
character being described within the paragraph. 
II. 1\t~TERI!u.,S NEFlJED 
The Power Reading System, Number 39, (comprehension - interpretive), 
Characterizatjon~ 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
After introductory comments by instructor using printed lesson 
plan as a guide, worksheet should be completed as a group with 
instructor reading material. 
IV. EVAI.JUATION PROCF.LJIJRE 
80 percent accuracy in completion of worksheets. 
v " \rOCABIJLA.RY OP~ TER1\1S PRESE0JTED IN Trill I,ESSON 
Dialogue 
Characterizatfon 
_-...;:o..---.;;~ _CONTENT AREA: Language I 
UNIT: Short Story - 5 
I •. OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will apply and analyze the concepts of characterization 
from the previous lesson to the characters of Rainsford and General 
Zaroff in IfThe Most Dangerous Game". 
II. fv1ATERIALS NEEDED 
tiThe Most Dangerous Galne" by Richard Connell. Adventures for 
Americans, second edition, pages 14-28, 1962, Harcourt, Brace, and 
World, fnc. 
I I I • PROCFl1URES 
Orally review aspects of characterization from previous lesson. 
Instructor will read story, aided when possible by capable readers, 
and/or records, with students following the reading in their texts. 
tapes. 
Discussion to follow reading, with questions for guidelines. 
IV. 
Students will complete questions individually, with the instructor 
doing the reading. 
EVALUATIOl'J PROCEDURE 
Participation and contribution in oral discussion. 
75 percent accuracy in completion of written questions. 
Rainsford quarry 
General Zaroff knouter 
Ivan scruples 
Cossack Providence 
Discussion Questions - "THE MOST DANGEROUS GAME" 
1.	 In what way does the conversation between Rainsford and Whitney
 
at the beginning of the sto~y provide the setting?
 
2.	 Why does Rainsford find it so difficult to sleep on his first night 
in the General's home? 
3.	 What different meanings can you give to the title of the story? 
4.	 What are some clues to the personalities of Rainsford, Zaroff, and 
Ivan? How does the author tell you about these characters? Does 
Rainsford change during the story? 
5.	 Why did Zaroff look forward to hunting Rainsford1 Why was this
 
quarry different?
 
6.	 What events in the story help to create suspense? 
7.	 What type of conflict do you see in this sto~y? 
8.	 What did Rainsford do to outwit Zaroff on each of the three days? 
9.	 Rainsford won the game. Why did he still challenge Zaroff to
 
the duel?
 
lO~	 Co~plete a plot diagram of the story. 
'" 
Questions - liTHE MOST DANGEROUS GAME" 
1. What different meanings can you give to the title of the story? 
2. 
3. 
In what way does the author supply details of the character of 
Rainsford? 
General Zaroff? 
Does Rainsford change during the story? Explain. 
4. Why did Zaroff look forward to hunting Rainsford7 
5. Was 
are 
Zaroff sportsmanlike? Explain~ 
sportsmen? Why or why not? 
Do you think most hunters 
---------------
CONTENT AREA: Language I
UNIT: Short Story - 5A 
I. OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will compare and contrast the theme of liThe Turtle" to 
"The Most Dangerous Game" in oral discussion and in a brief 
written paragraph. 
I I • MATERIALS NEEDED 
"The Turtle", Beyond the Block, page S8, Wheelock and Sheldon ed. t 
Allyn and Bacon, 1969-.-­
I II • PROCEDURES 
1.	 Story will be read orally by instructor and capable students, 
2.	 Discussion will be introduced with questions contrasting this 
story to "The Most Dangerous Game". 
3.	 Students will individually write a brief answer to the questions: 
"How were Zaroff and Jimmy alike"? 
"How are they different"? 
IV• EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
Students will be evaluated on their contribution to discussion 
and their written work. 
'1.	 ,roCABULARY OR TERrvIS PRESENTIIDo IN TIIE LESSON 
God-forsaken
 
i nterna 1
 
match (as"fight")
 
---------------
CONTENT AREA: Language 1
UNIT: Short Story - 6
------ ...-.-.._--­
I. OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will complete exercises for the main idea -and sensory 
images orally, with the instructor. 
II. 1vfATERLt\LS NEEDED 
The Power Reading System, Comprehension - interpretive, 
"Forming Sensory (mages". Winston Press, Inc. 1975. 
number 41, 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
Follow directions of lesson plan 
sheets with the students. 
to complete accompanying wor~­
IV• EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
80 percent accuracy in completion of worksheets. 
v. VOC.AR1JIARY OR TERJ\1S PRESENlED IN TIlE LESS()N 
co~~ AREA: language 1
-....;:::-.--=-----­
ill~IT: Short Story - 7 
I • OBJECfIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will demonstrate knowledge of the elements of the short 
story and sensory images through completion of study exercises 
following the reading of "Gator Boy". 
I I • MATERIALS NEEDED 
ItGator Boy" pages 
Beyond the Block 
193-201 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
1. Introduce story with aid of study sheet and vocabulary. 
2. Reading should be done by instructor and more capable 
readers. 
3. Worksheet will be completed following reading. 
IV to EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
80 percent accuracy in completion of worksheet. 
v. V()CAJ3lJLARY OR TERMS PRESENTED IN THE LESSON 
See attached worksheet. 
---
---
---
---
---
IIGATOR BOY" Beyond the Block 
page193 
VOCABULARY WORDS: 
Sammy Osceola Seminole Indian Joe Cypress vicious 
devour black depths eerie thrashing undergrowth 
massive scaled the tree ferocious stubby shoreward 
throbbed eased his breathing alligator explosion 
tiredness sobbed through him coral -set paddle for home 
SIGI-IT WORDS: 
alligator wrestle fierce canoe territory 
slither capture boar tusks tortured satisfy 
missionary stunned bellowed 
BEFORE YOU READ: 
1.	 What was the job Sammy wanted? 
2.	 How did he plan to prove that he deserved the job? 
3.	 How does the author prepare you for all the frightening
 
things that will happen?
 
AFrER YOU RE.t\D 
1..	 The setting of the story (where it takes place) is in 
Florida. 
2.	 The man who owned the tgator farm was a member of the tribe. 
3.	 Still Swamp was near the 'gator farm. 
4.	 An average tgator is about five feet long. 
5.	 Alligators are hatched from eggs. 
____6. The boat that charged Sammy \.vas above average in size. 
___7. The boat in the s'tJamp is respected much th(~ same as the 1 ion 
in the jungle.
 
____8.. Sammy spent most of the day in the ,tree ..
 
__9- Sammy almost gave up all hope of getting the job of
 
Igator boy.
 
( ." ~. 
---
---
---
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10.	 A noise made Sammy change his mind. 
11.	 Black Bull was captured on dry land. 
12. Sammy used a gun to capture Black Bull. 
TI-IIN1<ING ABOUT TIffi STORY 
1.	 What other reasons besides catching the alligator did Sammy
 
have for going to the swamp?
 
2.	 What effect did the fight with the king; boats have on Sammy?
 
How did it make him feel? What did he want to do?
 
3.	 Compare the first sentence of the story to the last; what 
big change has taken place? 
VOCABTJLARY REVIEW: 
1.	 Find synonymns from the vocabulary words for each of the following
 
words or phrases:
 
(a)	 mean (i) sea rock 
(b)	 wierd (j) moving noisily 
(e)	 huge (k) very dark 
(d)	 frightening (1) toward land 
(e)	 short and fat (m) calm do\~n 
(f)	 bushes (n) felt exhausted 
(g)	 pounded (0) went home by boat 
(h) eat hungrily 
~JORD FEEl,INGS: 
Have you ever gotten up in the morning and felt in a Jtbad 
mood" or a "good mood? It A mood i s how you fee 1 _. it can be happy, 
scarey~ frightened, and many more. When an author writes a story, 
he often wants you to feel in a certain way. 
Reread the following paragraphs and tell what mood you feel. l.ist 
two words that help you get that feeling­
1.	 page 194, paragraphs 3 and 4 
-3­
2. page 195, paragraph 2 
3. page 196, paragraph 2 
4. page 197, paragraph 2 
5. page 200, paragraphs 1 and 2 
MORE lVORD PICIlJRES 
In looking for the mood of a passage, you found that cer­
tain words help to create the picture in your mind. An author
 
can build the pictures by using specific words rather than general
 
words. For example, what picture do you get when you read, liThe
 
boy jumped. n ? f'bw read this: "The giant of a boy leaped through
 
the air like a buck. 1I See the difference?
 
See if you can do these sound and movement pictures:
 
·SOUNDS: "The elephant made a no i se," doesn t t rea 11 y te 11 you much
 
but when you say, "The elephant schlooped up the mud," you can
 
hear a sound. Match the sound with the thing that might make the
 
sound. 
1• distant thunder -(aj clackety-clack 
2. soft tires rounding a curve (b) squish 
3. ~Jater soaked shoes (c) crackle 
4. escaping steam (d) gurgle 
5. a pebble dropping into a POild (e) screech 
6. liquid poured from a fu! 1 bottle (f) pluck 
7. dry t\\}i gs burning (g) runlb 1e 
' .8. train wheels (h) hiss - ., 
..". .. .,.: 
-4­
1. an electric light switch (a) whoosh 
2. a dog drinking (b) click 
3. eating peanut brittle (c) rustle 
4. an electric fan (d) crunch 
5. taffeta petticoats (e) slurp 
6. frying bacon (f) clank 
7. waves on a rocky shore (g) sizzle 
8. links of an iron chain (h) whir 
~~S: Now see if you can match the movements. 
1. a fat duck (a) cavort 
2. idle people in a park (b) sprint 
3. waves on a quiet day (c) saunter 
4. an ailing old man (d) glide 
5. happy lambs (e) waddle 
6. a scattered group of people (f) straggle 
7. an escaping robber (g) totter 
8. an expert skater (h) stampede 
9. frightened cattle (i) ripple 
1. a woman in high heels (a) scamper 
2. a car on a slippery street (b) meander 
3. mice after seeing a cat (c) bust 1e 
4. a camel caravan in the desert (d) twi r 1 
5. a busy housewife (e) stride 
6. a shallow river in flat country (f) plod 
7. sea gulls going after fish (g) mince 
8. a top (h) skid 
9. an energetic, long-legged man (i ) swoop 
.'" 
..;-'.., . 
CONTENT AREA: Language I 
-~---------
UNIT: Short Story - 8 
I • OBJ13CfI\lES (Short Range Goals) 
Given a reading passage with the conclusion missing~ the student 
will predict the probable outcome. 
I I •	 ~JlATERIALS NEFJ)ED 
The Power Reading System, Comprehension - Interpretive, tlpre­
dieting Outcomes", Lesson Plan 40~ Winston Press, Inc. 1975. 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
Following guidelines of printed lesson plan, students \\lil1 
complete the accompanying worksheet. 
IV 4	 EVALIJATION PROCEDURE
 
80 percent accuracy in completion of the worksheet.
 
v"	 VOCABULARY OR TERl\lS PP£SENiED I~~ THE IjESSON 
CONTENT AREA: Language I
---=:;-----­
UNIT: Short Story - 9 
I • OBJECTIVES (Short Range C'JOals) 
Students will read to a climatic point in the story, predict the 
conclusion and justify their prediction. 
II • ~itATERIALS NEEDED 
Beyond the Block, "The Loneliest Continent tf • 
Wheelock and Sheldon, editors, Allyn and Bacon 1969. 
I I I • 
IV. 
PROCEDURES 
Introduce vocabulary 
Read to page 235, conclusion of paragraph 2. Discuss question 1 
as a group. 
Read to page 241, discuss question 2 and have students write 
answers individually. 
Finish story and have students complete worksheet individually. 
EVALUATION :PROCEDURE 
75 percent accuracy in completion of individual work. 
\T • 'IOCABllLL\RY OR rfERMS PRESENTFJ) IN 'TlfE LESSON 
j;. '. -~.. , 
"THE LONELIEST CONTINENT"
 
Vocabulary 
A.ntart i c Norwegians glacier 
Roald Amundsen expedition Po1a r P1a tea u 
Robert Scott sledges depots 
rtFram tr crevasses 
What clues has the author given to the ending of the story?
 
Based on these clues, how do you think the story will end?
 
Has anything happened to change your prediction of the ending?
 
What additional facts have been given to give you clues to the ending?
 
What types of conflict have you seen in this story? 
At what point does the story reach a climax? 
How does the mood of the story change when Scott reaches the South Pole?
 
Why?
 
What mistakes did Scott make?
 
How could you change the outcome of this story?
 
----------
CONTENT AREA: Language I
UNIT: Short Story - 10 
I • OB.JECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will determine if given facts 
concluded from the text of a story. 
II. MJ\TERIALS NEEDED 
"Polar Night" Beyond the Block 
page 203 
I I I • PROCEDURES 
Follow plan of lesson worksheet. 
are included or can be 
After story has been read, students should complete the 
"after you read" Section individually, with reading done 
by instructor. 
IV. EVALUATION PROC'EDURE 
80 percent accuracy on completion of worksheet, 
\T • VOCABlTIA~Y OR TERrvfS PRESENTED IN THE LESSON 
See lesson. 
"POLAR NIGHT" Beyond the Block 
p-agf~ 203-­
polar night ice-field 1ine of retreat 
instinct arctic day staleness of winter tro·p i ca1 hea t 
}3E'FORE YOU READ; 
Think about the following questions ~)S you read the story:
 
'I. \~hat is the bear getting ready to do?
 
2 a Wh,) tare the "upr i ght sea 1sit?
 
3" \4hat orcblefn~ does the bear face in the's',pf"ing? 
or the story? 
C - Information NOT given or a ~onclusion that cannot be reasonably
 
drawn from the story
 
meaning of each letter is explained abov~. Be sure that you ar 
The bea r ~/as get t i ng ready to give b'~ r-th 
, ~ 
, -\_. 
---
---
---
---
---
----
-2­
10	 "Land sealsl' and "upright seals" are the same thing 
11	 The bear did not fear death 
12	 The weather turns warm in the spring 
13	 The she-bear was happy her cubs were grown up 
14	 Similar events will probably happen to the bears in the 
future 
THINKING ABOUT THE STORY 
1.	 Explain why the bear had mixed emotions (two different feelings) 
at the end of the story. 
2.	 What does the author mean by the sentence) "She would do the 
same things over again, and her children after her"? 
3.	 What do you believe the author thinks of hunters? 
4.	 Can you compare the lives of the bears with those of humans? 
How are they alike? different? 
VCCABULl\RY REVIEW: Use the vocabulary words to fill in the blanks: 
1.	 Huge is to tremendous as knowing is to 
2. Winter 1s to icy cold as summer is to
 
3~ Fast is to slow as perfume is to
 
4.	 Summer is to arctic day as winter is to 
5.	 Sandwich is to hamburger as ocean movements is to 
---.-' 
60	 Which words mean tithe '-Jay someone goes when he is running
 
away"?
 
7. Desct*ibe \vhat an ice-fielc would look 1 ike: 
PIC'TIJRES \\TI11-1 LANGUAGE 
An author's job is simi13r to that of an artist - b0th try 
to create something you can see. An artist uses paint, clay, metal. 
or some other media. An author uses words. For example, when the 
bear got out of the water while she was c~3s;'ng the seal, the author 
said!! :"The water ran off her like a +-id,21 'CA'~,velt. What picture do 
-3­
you see in your mind? Is there a large or a small amount of water
 
running off her back? See if you can explain the following word
 
pictures from "Polar Night!·:
 
203 - iron of winter 
204 drops flew off in rainbows 
205 blew tt about like feathers 
206 - clean frozen air, bright with sun, hit them like the stroke 
of an axe
 
206 The blast of a new world
 
207 living was thin
 
AL\DDI1'IONAL PRACTICE: 
See if you understand the following word pictures: 
1.	 The swirling wind shuffled tho leaves and then dealt them all again 
The-leaves are described as if they were 
2.	 The carpenter zipped up the summer cottage for- winter
 
TIle cottage is described as if it were
 
3.	 The waves were leapfrogging toward the shore of the bay 
The \vaves are described as if they were 
4.	 Up ahead were huge chimneys contentedly smoking their morning pipes 
The ctlinmeys were described as if they were 
5.	 The wind put its shoulder to the door and tried to force it off 
the hinges 
The	 Willd, is described as if it "le-re 
6.	 At dawn the grass looked as if it had been starched with frost 
1'11e grass is described as i f it ltlere 
7.	 On their shining tracks the waiting Diesel engines purred softly 
Tr1.e engines are described as if t11e:f lvere 
8.	 Gliding and skimming over the road, a dust cloud traced loops 
and figure eights 
T'ne	 dtlSt cloud is describe(l <13 i-f it \vere 
-4­
9.	 In the pitch dark room the cat turned her glowing headlights
 
in my directlon
 
The	 cat is clescribed as if it were 
10.	 The soaking rain gave the eat-th an injection of life-giving serum 
TI1e rain is described as if it were 
11.	 Swallows were stunt flying at low altitude over the red barn 
The swallow's are described as if they \vere 
12~	 A flash of lightning danced across the sky, and thunder applauded 
in the distance 
The tllunder is d.escribed as if it were 
13.	 Martin Campbell laughingly said, IINy sister talks in high gear 
and thinks in lo~' 
'The	 girl is described as if she were 
co~~ ~~: Language I 
----~------
UNIT:	 Short Story - 11 
Word Search 
I . OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will complete the word search activity for 
review of vocabulary. 
~/ord Search
 
Word List
 
1I I • PROCFDlJRES 
1.	 Read all the words on the word list orally with 
students following. 
2.	 Distribute word search activity sheets for individual 
completion by students. 
I\t ~ IN~4L{JATION PROCFDlJRE 
85 percent accuracy in completion of word search. 
Presented on word 1ist" 
WORD LIST FOR WORD SEARCH 
====--- ======= ===== ===== ======= 
Exposition 
Environment 
Theme 
Element 
Topic 
Plot 
Character 
Conflict 
Mood 
Facts 
Incident 
C1 imax 
Short 
Sensory 
Action 
Setting 
Fiction 
Author 
Story 
Main Idea 
Diagram 
Personality 
Conclusion 
Initial 
~. ~. :' 
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CONTFNT AREA: Language I
-----...........--------­
UNIT: Short Story - 12 
Final Exam 
I ~ OBJECTIVES (Short Range Goals) 
Students will complete the final exam individually with 
questions read orally by the instructor. 
IT. fv1ATERIALS NEEDED 
copres of exam. 
I I I • PROCEDlJRES 
1. Review all material included in the 
2, Students will complete the exam, 
exam~ 
I\T. EVAI..UATIOl'J PROCEDURE 
eo percent accuracy in co'npletion of exam. 
FINAL EXAM 
SHORT STORY UNIT 
i. List and define briefly the six elements of a 
1• 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
short story: 
it. 
If I. 
List the three kinds of conflict: 
7. 
q
(, " 
o
..;. 
Draw a plot diagram and label its parts: 
Read the sentences below and decide which sense it appeals to, and write 
sni<:lht, .smel.Z p touch, taste, or hearing in the blank: 
The heavy footsteps quickened behind me. 
2.	 Shading his eyes from the glaring sun, he searched the barren
 
plain.
 
My bare feet sliding to the icy~ stone floor jolted me from 
my sleepy daze. 
I·	 The choking smoke engulfed us.f • 
5.	 Mustard oozed dO~Jn his c.hin as he bit into t~'ie ~te;.Hrdn9
 
hot dog.
 
6.	 The slimy snake slid gracefully from my hand. 
7.	 A crack from a nearby rifle broke the slience. 
8.	 His eyeC5 bulged in surprise. __,,__-__. _ 
9. The spicy tang of pumpkin pies filled the house. 
,.:10. The icy water cooled my parched tongue. 
, . 
The following phrases appeal to more than one sense. Read each one and 
.l.ist t ..'1e senses each phrase appeals to: 
A fingernail scraping the blackboard 
Burning your mouth on pizza 
Walking in wet tennis shoes 
Building a fire 
.de.Olow a.re sets of three sentences. For each set, choose a topic sentence, 
.:1 .s~ntence ""hic.h is the ~in ~dea, and circle the letter of that sentence: 
1. (a) Getting a driver's license requires study and work. 
(b) You have to study the driverls manual. 
(e) You have to take a permit examination k 
(d) You have to practice driving with a licensed driver. 
2. (a) It was due in three weeks. 
(b) The topic was to be one of current interest. 
(c) 'The research "/as to include more than encyc'lopedia articles. 
(d) The history teacher gave the class a research assignment. 
3. (a) We got to the park too late to get a table_ 
(b) Jane burnt the hamburgers. 
(c) The picnic was a disaster. 
(d) Ted fell over a log and spilled the potato salad. 
4. (a) The house was run-down. 
(b) The front door hung by one hinge, 
(c) Paint and plaster wer~ cra~k~d and flak~d~ 
(d) The ceilings were only plaste~boardQ 
5. (a) In ancient Egypt, everyo~~'le rreferred wigs to natural hair. 
(b) The wearing of wigs is an cld custom. 
(c) Roman women pieferred b1O:1d ldj ;95. 
(d) El izabeth I had at least ei;di"cy wigs when she died in 1603. 
.~ , .:. .' ~,~ ...... 
6. (a) The largest balls used in sports are soccer balls and basketballs. 
(b) The oval football is 8 inches in diameter_ 
(c) There are about 30 sports which use balls. 
(d) Table tennis and golf use the smallest balls. 
In what ways do you find out about the personality of a character in a 
short story? 
Which of the short stories we have read did you like the best? 
Explain why. Which did you like the least? Why? 
